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Abstract 
It is well known that a direct sum is positive semidefinite if and only if each of the 
direct summands is positive semidefinite. In fact, it is also known that this statement 
remains true if positive semidefinite is replaced with: doubly nonnegative, completely 
positive, totally nonnegative, M-matrix and P-matrix, etc. For each of these classes we 
consider corresponding questions for a more general "sum" of two matrices, of which 
the direct sum and ordinary sum are special cases. ~') 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All 
rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let 0 ~< k ~< m, n and suppose that 
[A A, 1 A = E M,,(C) and B = -" E M,,(C), 
A21 A22 ~ B32 B3~ 
in which A,.,., B.,2 E Mk (C). Then we cal~ 
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JAil Al., 0 1 
C= [0 ,  A22+BZ2B32 B33B23] 
the k-subdirect sum of A and B, which we denote by A Gk B. When the value of k 
is irrelevant or clear, we may just refer to a subdirect sum, and, when k = 0, a 0- 
subdirect sum is a familiar direct sum, and 00 will be abbreviated to ®. Of 
course, the k-subdirect sum of two matrices is generally not commutative. We 
are interested in the following key positivity classes of matrices: positive (semi)- 
definite (PD, (PSD)); P-matrices (positive principal minors) (P); P0-matrices 
(nonnegative principal minors) (P0); M-matrices (nonpositive off-diagonal en- 
tries and positive principal minors) (M); totally nonnegative matrices (all mi- 
nors nonnegative) (TN); completely positive matrices (matrices of the form 
BB r with B entry-wise nonnegative) (CP); doubly nonnegative matrices (posi- 
tive semidefinite and entry-wise nonnegative) (DN); and symmetric M-matrices 
(SM). In each case, it is elementary that a direct sum lies in the class if and only 
if each direct summand lies in the class. We are interested in corresponding 
questions for subdirect sums, and it is appropriate to consider l-subdirect sums 
and k-subdirect sums (k > 1) separately. The notion of subdirect sums arise 
naturally in a variety of ways, such as matrix completion problems [1-4] and in 
understanding the structure of classes, for example [5]. In particular, the special 
structure of a l-subdirect Sum of two matrices has appeared in Refs. [1,4]. We 
expect hat they will continue to arise in new ways. 
For each of the classes: PD, PSD, M, TN, P, P0, CP, DN and SM, we ad- 
dress four natural questions: (I) If A and B lie in the class must a I-subdirect 
sum C lie in the class; (II) If 
[ Ct~ Cl: 0 ] C= CEi C.,_, C23 
0 C32 Cs3 
lies in the class, may C be written as C = ,4 ~t B, such that A and B lie in the 
class when C22 is I x 1; and (lllj and (IV) the corresponding questions with 1 
replaced by k > 1. 
2. Preliminary results 
For A E M,,(C), we let det A denote the determinant of A, and let L, denote 
the n × n identity matrix. For d ~ M,,(C), o~,[i C_ N = {I,2 . . . .  ,n}, the sub- 
matrix of A lying in the rows indexed by • and the columns indexed by 1~ Will be 
denoted A[0tl/J ]. Similarly, the submatrix obtained from A by deleting the rows 
indexed by • and the columns indexed by//wi l l  be denoted A(~[~). If ~ =/L 
then the princip~,i subm,,trix A[~I~] (A(ztl~)) is abbreviated to A[~] (A(~)). In the 
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special case in which ~ = {i}, we denote A[~] and A(~) by A[i] and ~j,""~ re- 
spectively. If x is a row ~:olumn) n-vector, then x[~] denotes, the subvector of x 
retaining columns (rows) indexed by ~. As usual, [~[ denotes the cardinality of 
¢X. 
We begin with a simple determinantal identity, that is useful in consider- 
ation of l-subdirect sums. We provide a proof here for completeness. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 
a: 1 r 2, A = ~ M,,(C) and B = ~ Mn(C), La21 a22 [b32 B33 
in which a22 and b22 are both 1 x 1. Then 
det(A O~ B)= det All det B + det A det B33. (l) 
Proof. It is routine to verify that ifAi! and B33 are both singular, then A ~31B is 
necessarily singular; hence Eq. (1) holds in this special case. Suppose, then, 
without loss of generality, that ~i  is nonsingular. Using Schur complements 
(see, for example, [6], p. 22) it follows that 
J Ail al., 0 ] det ,a2, a22+b22 1,23 =detA , ,det  
[o b32 B33 
a22 + b22 - azlA-(i lal2 b23 ]. 
J b32 B33 
Expanding the latter determinant by the first row gives 
b22 b2s ] 
det A j~ det b32 B33 + det Azl(a22 - a21Ailla12)det B33 
= det A~l det B + det A det B33. 
The affirmative answer to questions (1) (IV) for positive semidefinite matrices 
has been known for some time, e.g. [5]. This observation is summarized in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 ([5], Lemma 2). Let 
Cll CI2 0 ] 
C= C~2 C:2 C2s 
0 C; 3 C3s 
be an n x n Hermitian matrix with C,~, C22 and C33 square. Then C is positive 
sen::definite if and only i f  there exist Hermitian matrices A22 and B22 such that 
C22 = A2,. + B22 and such that 
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[CI! CI2 [B22 C2~]. 
] and B , ,4 - -  - -  
C~2 ,422] C23 C33 
are positive semideS;/zi~e. 
Using the notation developed here, Theorem 2.2 is equivalent o the fol- 
lowing, C (as in Theorem 2.2) is positive semidefinite if and only if C may be 
written as C = A ®k B (k is the order of C.,2), with A and B positive semidefinite. 
Thus the above theorem gives affirmitive answers to questions (I)-(IV) for the 
class of positive semidefinite matrices. 
Also considered in Ref. [5] were questions (I) and (ll) for the classes DN and 
CP. We present heir results for these classes in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.3 ([5], Cors. 1,2). Let 
C ~ 
( Cll cl2 0 ] 
C12 C22 C23 
0 c:s C.~s 
be an n × n tler, nitian matrix with Cit and C3:. square, and with c,,z 1 × I. Then 
C is DN (CP) (land only (fc,.2 may be written as c,.,. = a,.2 + h,., so that 
A = and B = "" 
¢12 d22 ¢2a 
are hoth DN (CP). 
It is well known, see, for example, [5] that, it'n <~ 4, then CP = DN, and for 
n ~ 5, CP is properly contained in DN. This fact will be used in Section 3. It is 
useful to note that the each of the classes PSD, PD, DN and CP is closed under 
addition. Recall that a Z-matrix is a real matrix with nonpositive off-diagonal 
entries. Thus A is an M-matrix if and only if`4 is a Z- and a P-matrix. A matrix 
is SM if and only if it is a positive definite Z-matrix. Since PD and Z matrices 
are each closed under addition, the class SM is also closed under addition. It is 
easy to verify that the remaining classes M, TN, P and BJ, are not closed under 
addition, when n > I. For any matrix A in any of the positivity classes dis- 
cussed in the introduction, it follows that each principal submatrix of A re- 
mains in the same positivity class. In the special class TN, all submatrices 
(principal and nonprincipal) are also TN. These ;nheritance properties will be 
useful later. 
As M-matrices are considered within, we outline selected facts about 
M-matrices and symmetric M-matrices; for more details, see, for example, ([7], 
p. 112). If A is an M-matrix, then there exists an entry-wise positive diagonal 
matrix D such that AD is stricly row diagonally dominant. If A is a symmetric 
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M-matrix, then there exists an entry-wise positive diagonal matrix D such that 
DAD T is stricly row and column diagonally dominant. 
The proof we present for determining the answer to question (IV), for the 
class P, requires a few preliminary results which we state here. For other results 
concerning P-matrices~ see Ref. [7]. The next result is elementary and we state it 
without proof. 
Lemma 2.4. Let A E Mz([~), and let S be any f ixed nonzero 2 × 2 real skew- 
symmetric matrix. Then there exists a T > C so t/tat, for all t >>. T, 
det(A + tS) > 0. 
We now extend this perturbation result to a larger class of matrices. 
I.emma 2.5. Let A E M,,(~), and suppose that A is permutationally similar to a 




in which A4 is 
nonzero 2 × 2 
t>~ T, 
2 × 2, and A (n) and ,4 (:, - 1 ) are P-matrices. Then .['or aio' f ixed 
real skew-symnwtric matrix S, there exists a T > 0 so that, Jbr all 
[ At Az ] Bt - 
A3 A4 + IS 
is a P-matrix. 
Proof. Let S be as indicated, and let B, be defined as above. Let 
/V = {~ _c N: n E ~ and n -  I E 0~}. To show that Bt is a P-matrix it is enough 
to show det (B~[0t]) > 0, for all • E/V, the other principal minors being positive 
by assumption. Let ~ E N and let 
B! B2 ] 
Bt[~] = B3 A4 + tS ' 
in which t > 0. Then 
det(B,N) = det B, . det([B,[~]/B,] + tS), 
where Bt[~]/BI =A4-B3B~iB2.  By Lemma 2.4 choose T, >0 so that 
det(Bt[~]/B~ + tS) > 0, for all t/> T,. Let T = max~EA? { T, }. Then, for all t ~ T, 
Bt is a P-matrix. Ul 
Lemma 2.6. Let A E M,,(R), and suppose that A is permutationally similar to a 
matrix (which we denote by A) o f  the form, 
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Ai A2] 
A--= A3 A4 ' 
in which A4 is k x k (k >1 2). Also suppose A(n) and A({n - k + 1,... ,n - 1}) 
are P-matrices. The~ ". ......... c ...... j,,, ,,,y ),~,eu Ic x I: rea/ skew-symmetric matrix S with all 
off-diagonal entries nonzero in the last row and column and all other off-diagonal 
entries zero, there exists a T > 0 so that, for all t >i T~ 
B, = [A, A,. ] 
A3 A4 + tS ' 
is a P.matrix. 
Proof. The proof will use induction on r. the size of A4. By Lemma 2.5 the 
result holds if r = 2. Assume the result holds for 2 ~< r ~< k - 1. Let A, S and Bt 
be delined as above. Fix 0c = { 1,2,. . . ,  n - k, n _ k-~- 1, n}. Then 
C, =Bt[~]= [A, B2 ] 
B3 R4 + tS' ' 
where B4 ana b" are 2 x 2 and S '= S[{l,k}]. Furthermore, by assumption 
C,(n - k + 1) and C,(n - k + 2) are P-matrices. Then by Lemma 2.5 there exists 
a T' > 0 such that, for all t >I T', C, is a P-matrix. Define S to be the nonzero 
k x k skew-symmetric matrix with only the (l,k) and (k,l) entries nonzero and 
equal to stk and -stk, respectively. Then 
A3 A4+ 7"S. 
satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma with r = k -  1. It follows by induction 
that there exists 7" > 0 (here T is chosen large enough) such that for all t i> T, 
Bt is a P-matrix. U] 
The above sequence of lemmata may be used to give another proof of the 
fact that any partial combinatorially symmetric P-matrix, can be completed to a 
combinatoriaUy s mmetric P-matrix. This result was first proved in Ref. [8]. 
In Section 3, we consider the classes (of the ones mentioned in the intro- 
duction), which are closed under addition, namely, PSD, PD, CP, DN and SM. 
For each of these classes we answer questions (I)-(IV). We divide the remaining 
four clasess into two sections. In Section 4, we consider questions (1)-(IV) for 
the classes M, P and P0. In the final section only the class TN is considered. 
Finally, we provide a summary of our results via Table 1. 
3. Classes closed under addition 
In this section we answer questions (I)-(IV) for the classes that are closed 
under addition: PSD, PD, CP, DN and SM. When k = n = m, it is simple to 
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give an affirmative answer to question (IV), for any of the above five classes; 
that is, any n x n matrix in one of PSD, PD, CP, DN or SM, can be written as 
the sum (n-subdirect sum) of two matrices in the same class. As already noted a 
direct sum (0-subdirect sum) is in any one of the above classes if and only if 
each summand is in the class. We consider questions (1)-(IV) for general k. 
As stated in Section 2, Theorem 2.2 gives affirmative answers to questions 
(I)-(IV) for the class PSD. Moreover, Theorem 2.2 may be used to prove af- 
firmative answers to questions (I)-(IV) for the class PD. We provide a proof for 
completeness. 
Proposition 3.1. Let 
Cjl C12 0 1 
C= ~i2 C,, C,~ 
t 0 C23 C33 
be an n × n Hermitian matrix with Ct ~ and C33 square, and with C22 k x k. Then 
C is positive definite if  and only tf C may be written as C = A ®, B, in which both 
A and B are positive definite. 
Proof. Suppose C is PD. Then there exists an 7 > 0 so that C' = C - vJ is PSD. 
By Theorem 2.2, C' may be written as C' = A' G~ B', in which A' and B' are 
both PSD. Let 
[~tl 0 ] 
A=A'+ 0 (~/2)Ik 
and 
[(~/2)h. 0 ] 
B = B' + 0 ~I " 
Then ,4 and B are both PD, and 
A@,B=C'  +~d=C.  
Conversely, suppose A and B are both PD. Then there exist ~ > 0 and fl > 0 so 
that A' = A - 0d and B' = B - fll are both PSD. By Theorem 2.2, ,:~' ~:,~,, B' ~s 
PSD. However, it is easy to verify that 
A Ok B = A' @k B' + D, 
where 
O __ [i 0 01 + f l )1 ,  o, . 
0 fll 
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Thus it follows that A ek B is PD. I-3 
We note that Theorem 2.2 may also be proven from this proposition, which 
may itself be proven independently. 
Suppose A~M,(C)  and B~Mm(C). Then for a given k with 
1 ~< k ~< rain{re, n}, let 
A' = A ~30m-k and B' = 0,,_~. ~3 B, 
in which O~ is the ! x I zero matrix. It is then ciear that, 
A @k B = A' +B'. 
We are now in a position to prove the next proposition. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose S~ is any one of CP. DN or SM. Let A E M,(ff~) and 
B EMm(ff~). I f  A and B are in ,~', then A®kBE,9  °, for each k, 
1 ~< k ~< min{m,n}. 
Proof. Consider the class CP. Since A and B are CP, A '= A @ 0,,,-k and 
B'= B G 0n-k are both CP. Hence A' + B' is CP, since CP is closed under 
addition. However, by the observation preceeding this proposition, 
A Ok B = A' + B'. Thus A ®k B is CP. The argument for the class DN is 
similar. Finally, consider the class SM, and suppose A and B are both SM. 
Then, since A and B are PD A @k B is PD, by Proposition 3.1. Furthermore, 
A f~k B has nonpositive off-diagonal entries. Hence A ~bk B is SM. This 
completes the proof. El 
For the two special cla~ses, CP and SM the converse to Proposition 3.2 
holds, and hence yields an aflirmitive answer to question (I!I). 
Proposition 3.3. Let 
C 
Cjl Ci,. 0 ] 
cT., C:., C:3 ~M,,(~) 
0 cT3 C.~3 
be an n × n sym,netric matrix with CII and C33 square, and with C22 k x k. 
Suppose C is CP. Then C may be written as C = d Ok B, in which both A and B 
are CP. 
Proof. Since C is CP, C = RR T, in which R is an n x m entry-wise nonnegative 
matrix. Equivalently, C = ~i"=l rd:i r, where r~ is the ith column of R. For 
simp, licity of notation, let ~t, fl C_ N be such that 
[ ] i ] C[~]= Cll CI2 C~ Cf,. C22 and C[fl]= C2r3 C33 " 
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Since each r~ is nonnegative and because of the form of C, all of the nonzero 
entries of an r~ either lie wholly in ~ or wholly in ft. Let A' be the sum of the r~rX~ 
over those i for which the nonzero entries of r, lie only in ~. Similarly, let B' be 
the sum of the r~r~ over those i for which the nonzero entries of r~ lie only in ft. 
Thus A' and B' are CP. Let A = A'[~] and B = B'[fl]. Then ,4 and B are CP and 
since A' + B' = C, it follows that A ®k B = C. El 
Proposition 3.4. Let 
C 
[ C11 C12 0 ] 
CIT2 C22 C23 E M. (~) 
o c .  
be an n x n symmetric matrix with Ct~ and C~3 square, and with C22 k × k. 
Suppose C is SM. Then C may be written as C = A @, B, in which both A and B 
are SM. 
ProoL Suppose C is a symmetric M-matrix. Let e denote the vector (whose 
number of components i determined by context), consisting of all ones. Let D 
be an entry-wise positive diagonal matrix such that CD is strictly row 
diagonally dominant (see, tbr example, [7], p. 114). Since CD has positive main 
diagonal and nonpositive off-diagonal entries it follows that CD is strictly row 
diagonally dominant if and only if CDe > 0. Since C is symmetric it follows by 
direct calculation that DCD satisfies DCDe > 0 and e TDCD > 0, ,hat is, DCD is 
both stricly row and column dominant. Partition D conformally with C. Then 
DCD = 
DliC11Dil DttC,2D2,. 0 ] 
(D, ICI2D22) t D22C22D22 D22C23D33 • 
0 (D22C23D33) T D33C33D33 
Let D.nC22D22 = Sn + T22, in which $22 is diagonal and 7",,2 has zero main di- 
agonal. Since DCD is row diagonally dominant and DCD is SM, 
S2,.e + (DliCI,.D2,.)Te + The + (DnC23D33)e > 0, 
where the inequality above is entry-wise. Therefore, 
$22e + ((OliCi2022) T + ½Tn)e + (½T22 + OnC23D~3)e > O. 
Hence 3'22 may be written as $22 = S' + S", such that 
S'e + ((OliCi2022) T + ½T2,,)e > O, 
and 
S"e + (½Tn + D22C23D33)e > O. 
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Let A'22 = S' + ~ T,z and B'.,_, = S" + ~/22. Then 
A '=[  Dt,CitDi, D,,C,2D22 ]
(DIlC~2D22) T A~2 
and 
n' = [ fir22 D22C23D33 ] 
[ (D22C23D33) T D33C33D33 J '  
are both symmetric M-matrices. Furthermore, 
A ! __ .  
[Dll 0 ] [Cit, C j_, ] [D~l. 0 ] 
0 D22 C~" 2 -i , - i D22 A 22D22 D22 J 
and 
, io:: 03 c2,] o 3 
0 D33 C T Ca~ 0 D~ 2. :1  . . . .  
a:,nce C22 = D;~(A',,,. + B~2)D2-,,. ~ , it follows that C may be written as C -- A ®k B, 
M-matrtces. [3 where A and B are both symmetric " ' " 
Finally, consider the class DN. For the special case when k = 1, Proposition 
2.3 gives an affirmative answer to question (ll). However, when k >t 2, th,." 
answer to question (IV) is negative, in general. 
Example 3.5. Let 
C 
4 22  0 0 
2 4 0 0  2 
2 0 4 3 0 ;  
0 0 34  2 
020  2 4. 
In Ref. [5] it is noted that C is DN but not CP. Recall that n = 5 is the smallest 
n for which there exists a matrix that is DN but not CP. Here C can be con- 
sidered either as a 2 or 3-subdirect sum. Suppose that C could be written as 
C = ,4 ~3 B (the argument for a 2-subdirect sum is similar), with both A and B 
in DN and 4 x 4. Since A and B are 4 x 4, they are CP. Let A (/~), be the matrix 
obtained from A (B) by bordering the last (first) row and coluran of A (B) by 
zeros. Then .,] and/~ are CP and since C = ,4 +/~, C must be CP. This is a 
contradiction, hence no such decomposition of C exists• 
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4. M,  P and Po-matrices 
159 
In this section we consider only three classes M. P and P0. Note that these 
classes are not closed under addition. This will be used later. Our first result of 
the section gives an affirmative answer to question (IV) for the class M. 
Proposition 4.1. Let 
C .__ 
[ Ct! Ct2 0 ] 
GJ C,.: C23 E M,,(R) 
0 C32 C33 
be an n x n matrix with Ci t and C33 square, and with C22 k x k. Suppose C is M. 
Then C may be written as C = A tg, B, in which both A and B are M. 
Proof. Suppose C is an M-matrix. Let D be an entry-wise positive diagonal 
matrix such that CD is strictly row diagonally dominant (see Ref. [7], p. l l4). 
Assume D is partitioned conformally with C. Then 
CD = [ro] = 
[ CllDll Cl:D,.a 0 ] 
C21Dll C22D22 C23D33 • 
0 C3:D,.,. Cs3D33 
Let 6'22D22 = $22 + T22. in which &2 is diagonal and/'22 has zero main diagonal. 
Further. let T,2 = L22 + U22. in which L22 (U22) is strictly lower (upper) trian- 
gular. Let row i be any row of CD that involves the overlapping block C22D22. 
Since r, > - Y~'j~, r n, there exists ~: > 0 such that r, = - ~j~, r~j + e. Choose 
a, E [0, r,,] so that a, = - ~j~, r 0 + ,:/2. Then b, = r, - a, necessarily satisfies. 
b, = - Y'~,>, . 'j + ~:/2. Let A[2 = diag(a,) + L22 and B[2 = diag(b,) + U~2. Then 
A: i c,,o,, c o 2] and E  3o33] ,) 
C2tDtt A~2 C32322 C33D33 
are both M-matrices. Furthermore, 
c,2][o,,, o] 
A22D22 0 D22 C21 t -I 
and 
c231 [o 2 0] 
C32 C33 0 D33 
Since (7.,2 , -i , -i = Ax2D22 + B22D22, it follows that C can be written as C = A O, B, 
where A and B are both M-matrices (see Ref. [7], p. 127). U] 
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The converse to the above proposition does not hold, in general, for M, P 
nor P0, when k >/2. Since these classes are not closed under addition, it would 
be trivial to construct examples of matrices A and B each in one of the classes, 
and have A O, B, k >t 2, not in the class, simply by arranging that the sum in 
the overlapping block is not in the class and noting the inheritance property for 
principal submatrices. However, our example shows that even more can go 
wrong. 
Example 4.2. Let 
[2  1 9 ] A= -1 5 0 and B= 0 5 - i  . 
l -9  5 -1 - I  2 
Then A and B are both M-matrices (and P, P0-matrices). However, 
A~,.  B= I 
2 - !  -1 0 
-1 10 -9  -1 
- i  -9  10 -1 
0 - I  - I  2 
is not an M-matrix (or a P, P~}-matrix) since det (A ~, B) = -76. Note that the 
sum in the overlapping positions is an M-matrix (P, P0-matrix). 
Consider now question (IV) for the class P. First we consider the special cese 
when k = I (or questions (!) and (I1)) separately. This result is used in the proof 
Ibrk > I. 
Lemma 4.3. Let 
ko c,: 0] 
C32 r ~33 
be an n × n matrix with Cll and C.a~ square, and with c22 I x I. Then C is P i]'and 
only ~['C may be written as C : A q~l B, in whh'h both A aml B are P. 
Proof. Suppose A and B are P-matrices. Then by Eq. (1) it follows that 
det (A ~:~l B) > 0. It is straightforward to verify that the remaining principal 
minors of A @~t B are either, a I-subdirect sum of principal submatrices of A 
and B or a direct sum of principal submatrices of A and B. In either case, the 
minor is easily shown to be positive, hence A @l B is a P-matrix. Conversely, 
suppose C is a P-matrix and let a2:~ E (0, c2a), and b22 = c22 - a22. By Eq. (1) it 
follows that 
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det Ctt det "" + det C33 det > 0. 
C32 C33 c21 a22 
Hence, using Schur complements, 
det Cli det C33(a',~ + b22 - c21Ciiicl2 - c23C331c32) > 0, 
which implies that c22-c23C3-~1cs2 > c21Ci-iIct2 (recall that a22 +b22 =c22). 
Since C is a P-matrix we have 
max{0, c,.iCillcl,} < min{c22, c2,.- c2.~C~1c~2}... . 
Hence we may choose a22 so that, 
max{0, c21C/11Cl2} ,( a22 < min{c22, c, , -  c23C331c32}. (2) 
Let 
A re,, c,2  c23] and B = -- . 
LC21 a22J tc~: C33 
If a22 satisfies the inequalities in Eq. (2), then det A > 0 and det B > 0. The 
idea to complete the proof is to apply this argument several times to obtain an 
interval of choices for a22 SO tiaat A and B are P-matrices. Suppose A is m x m 
and B is r×:"  (mq- r - I  =n).  Let /Q={0tc_ { l ,2 , . . . ,m}"  mEot, and 
1~[ t> 2}, and let/~ = {[I c_ {I,2 . . . . .  r}" 1 E [t, and I[~! t> 2}. To show that ,4 
(B) is a P-matrix it is enough to show det A[0¢] > 0 (det BIll] > 0L tbr all ~ E/Q 
([/E/~). The other principal minors are po.,;itive by assumption. Let x E M be 
fixed (yet arbitrary), and lc~ 
[A, ,a,2] 
: :  
a21 a22 
Choose any [I E/~, and iet 
[!,2,. b~.~] 
B[//]= b.a2 e a.a 
Then A[0t] q~t B[[I] is a principal submatrix of C and hence is a P-matrix. Thus 
applying a similar argument as above, we have, 
max{0, a21A/llal2} ,< min{c22, C22-  b23B3-1632} • 
Since this inequality is satisfied for any ~ E ~t and [/E/~, it follows that 
max{0, max{a,.iA{ilal2} } < min{c22, min{c~,2 - b2.~B3 ~ b~:} . 
E M /~E R 
Hence we can choose a22 so that, 
max{O, max{a2jA(llai2}} < a22 < min{c22,min{c2.,- b23B3;b32}}. 
xEM B~R 
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Then by construction, if 
[c 1 c23 i A = and B = 
C21 a22 L c32 C33 
then A and B are both P-matrices, and A O~ B = C. This completes the 
proof. 1:3 
Suppose A and B are M-matrices. Then A and B are P-matrices. Hence 
A ~ B is a P-matrix, by Lemma 4.3. Since A ~ B is a Z-matrix (off-diagonal 
entries nonpositive), it follows that A O~ B is an M-matrix. This observation 
along with Proposition 4.1 prove the following. 
Corollary 4.4. Let 
[ Cjl c1: 0 ] 
C ~-- ¢21 ¢22 c23 E Mn(~) 
0 cs., Css 
be an n x n matri.,c with Cl l and Cs3 square, and with cz2 I x 1. Then C is M if 
and only if C may be written as C = A G! B, in which both A and B are M. 
The next result gives an affirmative answer to question {IV) for the class P. 
Theorem 4,5. Let 
C 
CII CI2 0 1 
C21 C22 Czs EM,(I~), 
0 C32 C.~s 
where Cl l and C33 are square, and with C,,z k × k. l f  C is a P-matrix, then C can 
written as C = A @k B so mat A and B are both P-matrices. 
Proof. The proof will use induction on k: the size of Czz. This result holds when 
k = 1, by Lemma 4.3. So assume the result is true for all q-< k - 1. Let q = k, 
and suppose C is as indicated above. Let Cll be m x m and C3.,. be r x r. 
Consider C(m + k). C(m + k) is a P-matrix in the same form as C, but with 
q = k -  i. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, C(m + k) can be written as 
C(m + k) = d' 67k~1 B', in which A' and B' are both P-matrices. Similarly, by 
induction, C ({m+l ,m+2, . . . ,m+k- l} )  can be written as C({m+l ,  
m + 2, . . . ,  m + k - I }) = A" ~l B", in which A" and B" are both P-matrices. 
Thus far we have decomposed C2z as follows: Czz(k) = .4" 2 + B[2, in which A[z 
and B[2 are both P-matrices, and Cz2[k] = ~" +/~", where 0t" and/J" are both 
positive real numbers. Then 
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A,= Cim Cl.,(q~l{k})] and B '=[  B~2 C23({k}l~b) 1 
Gl({k}l~) At2 C32(¢]{k}) C33 
A,, = C,, C,,.[MI{k}]] and B" [ //" C23[{kIIR]] 
C2,[{k}IMI ~" ] = [ ~2[Rl{k}] 6'33 ] '  
where M = {1,2,... ,m} and R = { !.2,. . .  ,r}. Distribute the remaining entries 
of C,~, namely C2z[{k}l{l,2 . . . .  , k -1}]  and C22[{1,2,...,k- 1}l{k}] as fol- 
lows, so that C = ,4 Ok/}, for 
d ___ 
C,, C,2(¢l{k}) C,2[ml{k}] ] 
C.,, ({~,}10) A',. C,.,_[{~,2,...,k-~}l{k}] 
LG,[{k}IM] 0 ~" 
and 
0"2 0 c2,({k}l¢) ] 
Cz2[{k}l{ !, ~.,... ,k - 1}1 B" C23[{k}IR] . 
C,(¢l{k}) C32[RI{k}] C,3 
Notice that by construction both A and/~ satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 2.6. 
Thus for a fixed nonzero k x k skew-symmetric matrix S with all off-diagonal 
entries nonzero in the last row and column and all other off-diagonal entries 
zero, there exists T,¢ > 0 so that, for all t f> T. i, 
d + ts ' 
is a P-matrix. Similarly, there exists a Tt~ > 0 so that, for all t >t T~, 
B+[t(-S) 0] 
0 0 ' 
is a P-matrix. Let T = max{ TA-, Te }. Then, for all t >f T, 
[00 I 0] 0 and B=/~+ A =A+ tS 0 0 
are both P-matrices. Furthermore C = A O, B. Tiffs completes the proof, i-1 
Finally, we consider the case k = 1, for the class Po. 
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Theorem 4.6. Let 
[ C!! cl2 0 ] C --- c21 c22 e23 E Mn(~) 
0 c32 C33 
be an n x n matrix with Ci! and C33 square, and with c22 I x 1. Then C is Po if  
and only if  C may be written as C = A @l B, in which both A and B are Po. 
Proof. The sufficiency follows easily from Eq. (1) and the inheritance property 
for principal submatrices of P0-matrices (as in the case for P-matrices). For the 
converse, we consider two cases: c22 = 0; or C22 > 0. If c~2 = O, then [c c2 0] ] 
(711 ¢12 0 C23 
C = c21 0 c23 = ~3~ • 
c,i 0 c3., C~3 
0 c3~ Cs~ 
Each of the two matrices on the right is easily seen te be Po. Hence, suppose 
c2, > O. Let a2., E [0, e2,], and define b22 = c22 - a2:. Now let 
A= Ct~ ci., and B= 
(2'21 a22 L c3-~ C33 J 
Then ,4 ~bt/~ = C. We need to show there exists a choice for a2., so that A and/~ 
are Po. Suppose, for simplicity of notation, that ,4 ~ M,,(O~) an6 /} E M,(~). 
Further, let 
X = {~ f {I,,.,...,'~ m - !} • ,,i[~] i,~ nonsingular}, 
and let 
Y = {fl C {2 ,3 . . . , r}  • /~[fl] is nonsingular}. 
Following similar analysis as i ,  the proof of Lemma 4.3, it follows that a22 can 
be chosen so that 
max{O, max{c,l[:t],,i[~] 'cl,[:t]} } ~< a2, <~ min{c22, min{c,, 
- } } (3) 
Futhermore, if a22 is chosen so that Eq. (3) holds, ther, ,4 and/~ will be P0. We 
will show that ,4 is P0; similar analysis hows/} is Po. Note that in order to show ,4 
is Po it is enough to show det (,4[~ u {m }]) >I O, for every ~ c. { I, 2 , . . . ,  m - 1 }. 
The remaining principal minors are nonnegative by assumption. 
There are two cases to consider; A[~t] is singular or ,4[~] is nonsingular. 
Firstly, suppose ,4[0t] is singular. Then 
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since C is Po. On the other hand, if ,4[0~] is nonsingular, then 
det (,4[0~ u {m}]) = det ,'][0~](a22 -c21[Ot],4[O~]-lc,2[~]) >f 0, 
by Eq. (3). Therefore A is Po, similarly it follows that /~ is P0 and by con- 
struction ,4 G~/~ = C. This completes the proof. El 
When k > 1, it follows from E×ample 4.2, that the answer to question (III) 
is, in general, negative for the class P0. We have not resolved question (IV) for 
the class P0. However, in the special case in which 
C 
[ Cll CI2 0 ] 
C,_z C,, C23 ~ M,,( ~'' 
0 C3,. C.~3 
is Po, and both C~t and Ca.a are P-matrices, then the same argument used to 
prove Theorem 4.5 may be applied to yield an affirmative answer to question 
(IV). 
5. Totally nonnegative matrices 
As a final topic we consider the class TN. We begin with the case k = I. The 
following simple, but useful observation will be used throughout the proof of 
the nc:'t theorem. Suppose ,4 is an n x n totally nonnegative rn,,i.ri×~ "'- ' ~.~u Ici E,j 
denote the n x ,,1 standard basis matrix in which the (i,j)th entry is a I and all 
remaining entries are zero Then A + tE~j and A + r • t~.,,, are totally nonnegative 
matrices for all t i> 0. The proof of this observation is routine and is omitted. It 
is noteworthy to recall the statement of FLwher's inequality (see [7, p. 117]). An 
n × n Po-matrix ,4 satisfies Fischer's inequality, if ~ 
det A[0t U fl] <~ det A[0t] det A[fl], 
for all ~,//c_ N with 0e n fl = 0. It is well known (see [7, p. 133]) that any totally 
nonnegative matrix satisfies Fischer's inequality. The ne~t rcsult answers 
questions (!) and ill) for the class TN. 
Theorem 5.1. Let 
Cll C~, 0 ] 
C= c:t c22 c23 ~ M,,(~) 
0 C32 C33 
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be an n x n matrix with C1~ and C33 square, aad;~'ith c22 1 x I. Then C is TN if 
and only bc C may be written as C = A @~ B, in which both A and B are TN. 
Proof. First, suppose both A and B are TN, and let 
r ] r A, ,  a 12 i t'22 t"23 A = ~ M,,,(I~) and B = ~ M,(~), 
La21 a22 I.b32 B33 
where a22 and b22 are both 1 x I. It has already been shown, in the case of Po- 
matrices, that all the principal minors of A @~ B are nonnegative. Let 
C=A@I  B, and let C[0tl/Y ] be any square submatrix of C. Let ~! = 
ocO { I ,2 , . . . ,m- I} ,  o~: = o~n {m + l ,m+ 2,. . . ,n},/3, = flO { l ,2 , . . . ,m-1}  
and f12 = fl 0 {m + l,m + 2, . . .  ,n}. Further, we can assume ot~, or2, fll and f12 are 
all nonempty, otherwise it is straightforward to verify that det C[ot]fl] >f 0. 
Suppose m ¢ ot f3 ft. Then either m ~ • and m ~ fl or, without loss of generality, 
m E ,:,, and m ~ ft. First assume m ~ ~t and m ~ ft. Then 
ct~i8] = [A,,[~,I/'~,] o ] 
• 0 B33[~.,I/~21 " 
if I~,1 = I#, I, then C[~tlfl] is a direct sum of TN matrices, and hence is TN. 
Otherwise I~,1 # I/~,1. and without loss of generality, assume I~,1 > I/~,1 (the 
case I~,1 < Ifltl follows by symmetry). Therefore the size of the larger zero 
block is I~,1 x I&l. Futhermore, 
I~, I+  II~2i ~ II~, i ~ IIL, I + I - l l J l  + 1 = I~I-~ l. 
hence det C[0tl/I] = 0 (see Ref. [91, p. 55). Now assume m E ~ and m ~Z [L Then 
C[~l l ; ]  = [ A,,[~,I/I,] 0 ] a2,~l~,] b:.,l&] . 
B, , [~: I I L , ]  
If I~,1 = IIJ, I, then 1~21 + I = IIL, I. Hence C[0tlfl ] is block triangular and it fol- 
lows that det C[0tlfl] ~ 0. Otherwise, I~,1# I[/i]. If I~,1 > I1~,1. then 
det C[0tlfl ] = 0 (see Ref. [9], p. 55]), and if I~tli < Illl l, then either C[~xlfl] is block 
triangular or C[~tlfl ] is singular. Thus suppose m E :t n ft. Again there are two 
cases to consider. Suppose I~1 = I/l,I. Then 1~21 = I[~,.I. and det C[~lfl] f> 0 
follows from Eq. (1). Otherwise suppose I~,1 # II~, I, and without loss of gen- 
erality, assume I~,1 > I/~,1 (the case I~,1 < !/¢,1 follows by symmetry). The order 
of the larger zero block is I~,! x I&l. and 
I~, I+  IB21 >I I/~, !+ I/~21 ÷ I = it~l- i~i. 
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If I ,1+ [fl2l > IMI, then, as before, det C[~!B! = 0, see [9, p. 55]. So assume 
+ I/ 21 -- i 1, in which case, it follows that C[~[fl] is a block triangular matrix 
with the diagonal blocks being TN, hence det C[~[fl] i> 0. 
Conversely, suppose C is TN. Since 
[ ] [ ] C~ c~2 and c:.~ c~s 
c~ c~2 cn C33 ' 
are TN, choose h2., t> 0 and/~2:~ 1> 0 as small as possible so that 
c2~ ~22 _c.~, Cs3 
are both TN. Assume ,4 ~ M,,(~) and/~ ~ M,.(I~). In what follows we are only 
concerned with square submatrices of A and/~. Let 
F = {'4[~lfl]" ,n ~ ~,fl C_ {! ,2 , . . . ,m} and ,4[~lfl] is singular}, 
and let 
A = {/~17161: ! E ~,,¢J c { I ,2 . . . , r}  and/t1~'161 is singular}. 
Observe that F (similarly A) is nonempty. Since if F was empty, then for every 
m E 0t, fl c {1,2 . . . .  ,m}, det A['~lfl] > 0. Then by continuity we may decrease 
ti2~,, while A remains TN, which contradicts the minimality of b2.'. Therefore F 
is nonempty and similarly so is A. 
Suppose tbr the moment that ~i.,2 ~-/7,~2 -~ c,2. Then increase ~i~,, to a:: and 
increase b,~ t~ t~, so that a2: + b2,.. ~:~ c2,., and let 
A= Cll t,l.~ andB= . . . .  . 
c~,l a27. t'~, Caa 
By thu observation preceeding Theorem 5. i, ,~1 and B arc TN, and C = A ®t B. 
Thus, if we can show d_,,_ + b22 <~ c22, then the proof is complete. So suppose 
ti22 +b, ,  > c22. Then one of two possibilities can occur. Either 
~[a-{m}l f l -{m}]  is singular, for every A[~lfl]E F, or there exists 
F such that ,,i[oto-{m}[[io- {n~}] is nonsingular. Suppose that 
A[~-  {m}lfl-  {m}] is singular, for every A[~!fl] E F. In this case, each such 
det A[~[li] does not depend on ~i22, and hence h,z may be decreased without 
affecting det ,,][~tlfl]. Also, as previously noted, ifm ~_ .~', fl' c_ { 1,2,. . .  ,m} a.,,a_ 
det A[ot'[ff] > 0, then h22 may be decreased in this case. However, this con- 
tradicts the minilnality of tL,.,. Thus there exists ,4[~olf10] E F such that 
,4[~o- {re}I/10- {m}] is nonsingular. Similar arguments also show that there 
exists/~[7016o] ~ A such that/~[~'0- {I }i60- {I }] is nonsingular. Furthermore, 
if ~i22 is decreased, then det ,'i[~0[flo] < 0. Since ~2,~ + b_n > c2~,, decrease ti2., to 
' such that ' a22 a22 + b,, = c22. Then 
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C ! _ __  
- {m}lf l , , -  {m}] 
c2, [flo- {,,,}] 
! 
a22 
is a submatrix of C. However, 0 ~< det C' < 0, by Eq. (1). This is a con- 
tradiction, hence i'~2,. + [~2,. <~ c2,., which completes the proof. 71 
It is easy to verify that the class TN is not closed under addition, hence it 
follcws that the answer to question (III) is negative. However, as we noted in 
other cases, even more can go wrong. 
Example 5.2. 
[2 'l.j [ 2i] 
0 2 0 0 
Then A and B are both totally nonnegative matrices. However, 
I2 o o 1 I 2 2 0 
0 2 2 0 
0 0 0 i 
is not a totally nonnegative matrix since det (A ,;,~ B) = - 2. N~tc- that the sum 
in the overlapping positions is a totally nonnegative matrix. 
To address question (IlV). wc will make strong use of the fact [10] that TN 
matrices are LU factorable ir~!o TN matrices L and U, but we need rather more 
than what is known, see also [!1]. When the TN matix C has our fc, rm 
[ ("~l CI2 0 ] 
C= C2~ C22 (72! , 
we need that, in addition to being lower and upper triangular, respectively, the 
(correspondingly partitioned) L has its 3,1 block and U its 1,3 block O. In case 
Ct~ is invertible, a simple partitioned calculation reveals that this must occur in 
any LU factorization of C (since Ll~ and U~l will be invertible). However. when 
t:~7~j is singular (which implies by Fischer's inequality that C is singular), there 
can occur TN matrices C of our form that have TN LU factorizations with 
positive ntries in the L?,, or Uj~ blocks. Fortunately, though, LU factorizations 
will be laighly nonunique in this case, and there will always exist ones of the 
desired form. I'hus, an auxiliary assumption that C~ is invertible would avoid 
the need for Lemma 5.3 in the proof of Theorem 5.4, but this somewhat 
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speci;lized lermna (perhaps of independent interest, though it requires an 
elaborate proof) shows that such an auxiliary assutnption is unnecessary. 
Fo,'- simplicity of notation (see also [10]), we let 
° ,] 
- 0 I ' 
and let F~(c), c/> 0, denote the following r x r matrix. 
[' 0 i] F,.(c)= 0 0 ,  _, 
~' 0 
Observe, that both of the above matrices are TN. We also note that the 
property TN is not in general preserved under row and coltlmn operations. 
However. it follows (see. for example. [1211, that if A =-[a,i] is TN and say 
a~/, a,.i,i > 0, then the matrix A" obtained [Yore A by subtracting at.~,~/a~, 
limes column .j from column j + i is TN. That is A == .4'U. where U is the 
upper triangular TN malrix given by U:  .... !, , , i ,~ i (a , , , l /a l , ) i~L ,  ; I. This 
notion was gene,'alized in Rel'. [10]. Suppose .4 = [a,,] is TN, az, > 0, and for 
some t > .j, a~, > O. b,,t a,~ = 0 for all j < k < t. Then. since A is TN it follows 
that a~ = 0 for I<~ i ~ n and i < k < t. Let A" be oh'.:~ined F,~,~,~ .4 by subtr- 
acting a~,/a~, times co lumn/ f rom column t. Thus A -:: A'U. where U is the 
upper triangular TN matrix given by U . . . . . .  /, i l;i I, i(al,/al,! . I ,,,. it is 
shown in Ret'. [10] that the ~natrix ..l' is TN. 
l, emma 5.3. Let 
[ ('l l ('1"_ () ] 
( ' , ,  C,~ C,~ , 
[) ('~, ( '~  
#z whick ('2z and ('~ are square am/( ' l l  is m x m (m ~ !). Stqqm.~e (" is 7"N. 
T]ICH 
C = LU .... 
[L 0 o][,: ,: ,,] 
l ,~ L ,.,_ (} • 0 I/:. l/,~ 
in which L aml U (lrwtitiom'd ~'ma./i,'mally ~t'ith ( ' )arc t, nk /',V. 
Proof. First, we note that the algorithm given in Ref. [10] applied to (', always 
produces a U, with Ul.~ ::: O. The proof of the lemma will use induc~.ion on m, 
the size of (11. Suppose in = I, and consider two cases: ('~j > 0 i'('~ is I x !}, 
or Cll = 0. if Cil > 0, then ('ll is nonsingular and we are done by previous 
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observations. Thus suppose Clz = 0. Since C is TN, either row or colta'an 1 
must be zero. Assume, without loss of generality, that CI2 = 0; othe~'wise 
consider C T. If C2z = 0 as well, then by the comments on the previous page C 
has a desired L U-factorization. Therefore assume C2t :/: 0. By the algorithm 
given in Ref. [10] C may be written as, 
C ___ 
[L 0 0] 
L21 L2_, 0 • 0 U22 U23 • 
L~l L32 L:,~ 0 0 U33 
Since (',~ # 0. it follows that U~ ¢: 0. However, L~U~ = 0, hence L31 = 0. 
Now assume the result is true lor all such C', with C~ i x / ,  I <~ l<~m - 1. 
Suppose C= [,:',,] is as above, wlth Cll m x m. Again we consider two cases; 
c~ = 0 and ~'~ > 0. Suppose c~ -- 0, and assume, without loss of  generality, 
column I of C is zero. Let j be the smallest integer (larger than I) for which 
~:.~, > 0. If no such j ,::xists, then the result follows easily by induction. Since C is 
TN it follows that c,, = 0, for all i, t such that t < j. Applying column opera- 
tions like those discussed before the lemma, C may be writter~ as 
( "  f i l l  p 
0 0 c'l, 0 "1 
(1 ('2, 
• ( ' , I  
() (',,I 
• U ' ,  
t(" is 1, - I1 × (,  -.i}) where I.' ar, d U' arc "I'N. Since the first j - I columns of  
(" are all 1), t~b.s.'", .,.l,~:that ,." nlt~v be vcritten as 
'1 
c,~ 1) 0 0 
L' = 0 () ~'"' . ,_ ; I - '~U~-": ' . . .  U u i '~ ,  
• C '  
0 0 c,,, 
in which U"" '  ~ --:/,. ~ ~i ~ G, .!~,/,, .  ~. Note, when r = I we ignore the first 
,,t, mmand. It is easy to verity, that U ~''' ~ is TN. Let 
i ll 
I('1, 0 0 0 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 
i I C" h k ('~ , 
L ~p " ( ' , l  " 
and let U" - -  U'~'-'I; ':,~' . . .  tp ' , r , ,U  '. Then '~'".. is TN since U" is a product o5" 
TN matrices and L" is TN since L' is TN,  and C = L~U ''. Now let 
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Ct!  "--- I 
O c, ,  
0 c,~j 
c I 
(C" is (n - 1) x (n - I)). By induction, C" = LU,  in which £ and U are TN, and 
with/-,31 = 0 and/-713 = 0. Then 
[,.; 0] ['0 0],,. 
c= o L " O ' '  
is a desired LU factorization. Finally, suppose c~ > 0, and assume column 1 of 
C is equal to 
[Cll , Czl, . . . , Cli, 0 . . . . .  O, C,I , 0 . . . . .  O] r, 
where ctl,cil > 0 and I <~ / <~]-- I. Since C is TN and c,i = 0. for I < i < .], 
c, = 0, for 1 < i < j and 1 <~ t ~ n. Observe that if L ~L'~ -= 
lt-t @ ~-t+l(Cill'Ctl) @ 1,,-i, then L ~.i~ is TN. Furthermore, C may b,.: written as 
C = L~t J tC  ', in which the first column of C" is equal to 
[c l l ,c2~, . . .  ,ctt ,O . . . . .  0] v. 
Moreover, it follows from a result in Ref. [10], that C' is TN. Applying similar 
row operations we obtain C =: L'(.', in which L' and (" are both TN and with the 
first column of C given by [c~j, 0 . . . . .  011. Note that L' is equal to a pr{':;:iuct o f  
lower triangular TN matrices each of the lbrm L ~'.1~. Applying the lirst step ~t 
the algorithm given in Ref. [10] we may write t) as 
C 
H 
in which L and U' are bolh TN. By induction we may write C" :--,',"U". in 
l! which L" and U" are TN, and wilh L~ ---- 0 and/.J~ - 0. Thus we may write C 
as 
C _. L, FCll O]FI 0 
L u L"J LO U" 
U'. 
which is a desired decomposition. This completes the proof. IS] 
We are now in a position to prove an aiiirrnative answer ~t.o atteslion ~,,,~'w~r~ Ibr 
the class TN. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let 
[ Cl ~ Ci,_ 0 ] 
C = C21 C22 C23 • 
0 C32 C~ 
in which Cit and C33 are square, amt with C22 k x k. If C is TAT, then C can be 
written as C = A ~:.:~ B so that A and B are T V. 
ProoL By Lemma 5.3, C = LU, in which bolh L and U are TN, and L~l = 0 and 
U~3 = 0. Then it is easy to check that 
(" -- LU = [ LijUjl LiiU~: 0 ] L21UII L,,U,, + l.,_iU~2 L22U23 • 
I '  0 L32 ~22 L33U33 + L32U23 
Hence C can be written as 
, = [ LllUII L11UI2 L,~IUll L,..iUi,. 
(} 0 
o] roo o ] 
0 + 0 L.,2U,, L22Uz3 . 
o Lo L~2U,: L3~L/~ +L3?.U23 
Notice that i f  
[LjlUjj LmjUm:l [L~I 1) ] [//~l Lira:] 
7 * • ,, 
1.21UII l . '(;  'i? L21 1.22 (1 0 
and 
/a~ ~£2Z ['*'L ] 01 ivy, ] L   0 22"= '~ 
tl~en C = A ,i~,, B. Each of the Ibur matrices on tile right is easily seen to be TN 
because L and I ~' are, and it tbllows from the multiplicative closure of the class 
TN that both ,4 and B are TN, which completes the proof. ~] 
For each class and for each question ((I} -(IV}) we indicate when the answer 
to the question is true (T}, or false (F). Tile asterisk indicates a partial 
allirmali,,c answer Ibr Ihe class P,, (see discussion after Theorem 4.0). 
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Summary of the answers to questions (I)(IV) for each of the classes considered 
173 
Class Question 
(1) (II) ill l) (IV) 
PSD T T T T 
PD T T T T 
M T T F T 
TN T T F T 
P T T F T 
CP T T 1" T 
DN T T T F 
SM T T T T 
B~ T T I: T " 
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